All vs. Every

Fill in the blanks.

1. I visit him .................................. other day.
   - all
   - every

2. Buses leave ..................................... 15 minutes.
   - every
   - all

3. I answered ........................................ the questions.
   - all
   - every
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4. I was working ................................ day yesterday.

all

every

5. She drank ................................... the water in the bottle.

Please select 2 correct answers

all

every

all of

6. She has invited ........................................ of you.

all

every
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7. .................................. my family live in different parts of India.

Please select 2 correct answers

All
Everyone
All of

8. She was crying ..................................... the way.

all
every

9. She lost .......................................... in the war.

all
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10. She lost ........................................... that she owned in the disaster.

all

every

11. .............................................. I want is something to eat and drink.

All

Everything

12. ............................................. stood up.

All
All vs. Every

Answers
1. I visit him every other day.

2. Buses leave every 15 minutes.

3. I answered all the questions.

4. I was working all day yesterday.

5. She drank all the water in the bottle.

6. She has invited all of you.

7. All / All of my family live in different parts of India.

8. She was crying all the way.

9. She lost everything in the war.

10. She lost all that she owned in the disaster.

11. All I want is something to eat and drink.

12. Everybody stood up.